
Summary of Technical Networks TechMeet 
 
The TechMeet Session took place on 08/09/20 and was hosted by Natalie Kennerley 
(NTDC) and Abbie Martin (University of Sheffield) with the theme - ‘Successful Technical 
Networks’. 
 
NTDC requested that people present could forward a short summary/photos/logos of their 
Technical networks to put together a blog post for NTDC website.  
 
The purpose of the blog would be to share examples of good practice with current active 
technician networks, tips on how to increase engagement and any challenges or 
opportunities the current situation had lent itself to. 
 
Participants from HEIs across the UK attended the session included: 
 

 
Key points from the session were: 
 

- Sheffield talked about initiating the idea of a technical network with TechNet back in 
2013. Had increased visibility and current network includes IT technicians. 

- York highlighted that they knew that 30% of their technical staff were professionally 
registered from data from the ‘NTDC Technician Skills Survey’. 

- Uni of Manchester technicians utilised sponsorship from suppliers to fund technician 
prizes and events. 

- Manchester Met were introducing a CPD programme including podcasts. 
- Imperial emphasized the importance of having dedicated admin support to ensure 

newsletters and comms to their technical networks were maintained and highlighted 
that many years of requests to University Boards for financial support is required. 
The role for the NTDC could be to use positive case studies to promote ways forward 
for technical networks struggling to get any dedicated budgets  

 
Technician Groups on Twitter (so far) 
 

Manchester Metropolitan University University of Salford University of Liverpool 

University of Manchester University of York University of Leeds 

University of Kent University of Birmingham University of Nottingham 

University of Reading University of Huddersfield Imperial College London 

QUB Technicians UoE Technicians MCRMet Tech Services Birmingham Tech Academy 

TechYork Technically Speaking TEaM Manchester Techs@Aston 

DMU Techs Your_TechNet (Sheffield) NU TechNet QMUL Tech Net 

Salford Uni Tech TechNet Warwick UofG Technicians Network Kent 

Plym Uni Tech Liv Tech Network Techs At Derby Leicester Techs 

UoE Tech Services UoE Technicians UEA Tech Forum UoC Education Techs 

    



Resources and Comments 
 
University of Sheffield 
 
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/technicians/about#TechNet 
 
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/technicians/technet/upcoming-events 
 
 
Imperial College London 
  
Imperial College Technicians’ Network 
  
The Imperial College Technicians' Network is for all staff in the technical job family and aims                
to build links, explore areas of common ground and highlight opportunities for personal and              
professional development. It encourages an exchange of resources, knowledge, and          
experience through a regular newsletter and events for technical staff, including our annual             
summer conference and termly Technical Managers’ Meetings. 
  
University of Reading 
  

The University of Reading technicians are part of a “central service”, called Technical             
Services instead of being School specific. As part of that, Karen Henderson (Technical             
Services Director) set up TechNet sessions for technicians to attend, as sort of training              
sessions etc. TS also supports professional registration. 
  
University of Leeds 
 
'At the University of Leeds the Technicians Network was established in 2013 to raise the               
profile of technicians across the University. The Network is still running and has quarterly              
meetings (with a main guest speaker) where technicians across the University come            
together to socialise over lunch. The Network acts as a communication conduit, both at              
meetings but also via an email list. Since 2017 weekly technician emails (Technicians             
Digest) have kept technicians updated about relevant events in Leeds, and also national             
technician campaign news and information about technicians in the media. We also have a              
quarterly email newsletter called Technically Speaking which publishes articles for and by            
technicians. These include informative articles about what technicians have been doing as            
well as interviews with technicians. Also online we are present on Twitter as             
@UoL_Technicians and we are still undertaking the process of getting a dedicated            
University webpage, though this has been on hold due to the pandemic and some TN               
committee members are furloughed. During the pandemic we have a channel on MS Teams              
which is appreciated by Technicians. In December 2019 as part of the Technician             
Commitment we had our first big event to increase our visibility which we called              
LeedsTechEx, which went well.' 
 

 

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/technicians/about#TechNet
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/technicians/technet/upcoming-events
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/technicians-portal/technicians-network/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/technicians-portal/technicians-network/
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/technicians-portal/technicians-network/newsletter/


MMU TechNet 
 
We aim to make a new norm for our Technician community across our country. 
  
Since we have been technicians we have all been pulled in different ways, lacked praise for                
going the extra mile and become invisible when practical’s start. All because we are              
technicians. Every day we continue to show our skills, knowledge and abilities, but it goes               
unseen, heard and recognised. Until we were given the chance to be heard through the               
formation of the Manchester Metropolitan University TechNet. 
 
We decided to use the TechNet platform to find a method of sharing good practice within our                 
Manchester Metropolitan University (MMU) community. However, we realised the plethora of           
good practice from national institutes we were missing. We are able to share best practice               
between technicians easily, but how to highlight this work to colleagues and students to              
show our outstanding capabilities. 
 
So, we created the Tech Connect podcast. A platform to share best practice from MMU               
and national technicians for all to listen and learn. Four podcasts a month based on one                
theme. From student inductions to continued professional development and technician          
visibility. We continue to record and share our podcast to show others our ability, knowledge               
and skills are so much more than 'just a technician'. 
 
University of York 
 
TechYork is a hub for all technical staff working in every department across the University of                
York. TechYork is run by technicians for technicians responding to requests and feedback             
from the community to maintain and enhance our network. TechYork has a voluntary             
committee of technical staff at various grades and from several departments who in-turn take              
the lead in the organisation and delivery of our various activities; we are largely self-funded               
through sponsorship from external companies at our annual conference.  

Our main aims are to increase the visibility and recognition of technical staff and provide               
support to the diverse technical community throughout their time at the university and             
TechYork do this via:  

● Welcoming new technicians at staff induction events 
● Regular emails, stories, opportunities and updates on our webpages or Twitter of relevant internal 

and external news, updates, opportunities etc. 
● Promoting technician recognition via the advertisement of internal and external award opportunities 
● TechYork conferences and other networking events 
● Running continuous professional development workshops (practical and theoretical) 
● Supporting career progression and professional registration 
● Supporting and providing information on the University's involvement in the Technician Commitment 

initiative 

https://www.york.ac.uk/staff/working/tech-york/
https://twitter.com/UofYTechs

